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It would be conceited of me to think that there is no one who doesn t 
know who edits and publishes this magazine. Thus, ourely for the sake 
of such misguided souls, I will list my name and address;

Norman G, Browne
13906 - 101A Ave., 
Edmonton, Alta., Canada.

The cost of this magazine is determined by you and you alone. After 
you have read this issue, I would appreciate you telling me what you 
think it is worth. In fact you might even go one better and send me 
what you think it is worth... (??)

Unless you have already signified that you are doing material j.or me, I 
must ask that no more material be submitted until lurcher notice.

es to those individuals who expected their material 
this issue. Due to lack Of space, I had to exclude

but they will appear in the next issue.’ That’s a
My sincere apologi 
to be published in 
many fine-items - 
promiseJ

Vn. is supposidly bi-monthly, 
every B to 10 weeks.

(That’s a laugh.) Actualy it comes out



Seeing as how I have dropped che letter column from this issue, ano 
rather than let Jack’s good-.lettering go to waste, I thought I might as 
1 It fits here - in fact it will fit darn near any- .

DOPRI is initial language and there is only two oter people in 
whole of fandom who know what it means. But I will be glad to tell 
- if you ask me,-

well use it here 
where.
the 
you

The
about

publication of VACATIONS is directly dependent upon my present way 
of life and environment. Thus, any change in my present way of lire will 
have a corresponding change on VACATIONS. And such a Change is about 
to come to pass, .

Tf present plans go through - and I hope they do - I will be.sent 
do» to attend'd technical school in the Chicago area. The perioo I 
will attend this school will be for one year. I will live in o ne 
the school and will have no outside job or somce of revenue, .nd 
that’s about all I know about this deal - so far.

T will definitly have to suspend publication of Vn» prior to my 
enti lnr tSs Sew career. I’can7t~guarantee to publish Vn.'when I have 
no idea°of what factors will be involved in this new career I can
only postu.-lte what my new way of life will be like and feel it oest i
such a situation to make a clean break. I will thus be able to meet
what the future has in store, for me; ready and eager to conquer al
problems.

Between now and then, I am going to try and publish as many taw

matter&howPsmall or large an amount - will^e gt ina general^ 

and go toward defraying expen. . - y. needn’t fear about missing
fXVSsiS *fC°£&f you are already on my mail

ing list, you will continue to receive copies.

There' is no. letter-column in^his issue The letter 
^^^“e^gtre^St^sriroth^ords, YOU-VB BEEN HAD.

I learned early in my fan career that^I their
statements and see in t>h™ inirr^ 1 , htPnot catch something and 
were '’traps1' - 1 Lrcps wnicn mign CONTINUED ON PAGE 27 - .



(Some questions will not be answered in this column due to the follow- 
‘ uiis: a) The answer would involve more space than is at my dis

b) The question deals with a subject on which I am not an auth- 
c) The question itself is not clear enough in meaning anr intent 

Please take these factors into consideration when
NGB) '

ing reasons: 
posal. ’ 
ority.
to be answerable* _
asking questions for this column

EXPANSIONS ON THE THEORY OF EXISTENTIONALISM? 

- Guy David Sellman
have you ever read any
DO YOU KNOW WAT IT 1S?

Never heard of it
of Coneeptionism and do you
an idea if you and'I were each to do^an 
have them printed in some fanzine. lhat

Have you read any expansions on the theory
know what that is? Possibly it would be 

.rticle on our subjects and 
wav. we as well as fandom

would benefit.

HO?/ ABOUT QUESTIONS ON FANDOM AND STF IN GENERAL?
' - Neil Blum

I have left space on this issue’s questionaire for 
and would appreciate you as well as all other readers 
can think up.

DID YOU HITCH-HIKE TO NEW ORLEANS?
- Janie Lamb

such questions 
listing all you

Harry B, Moore, 
egobooishly as 

. fan with guts, 
dependablity, or honor. Your 

* ' astoundingly amidst
- - - - "Only I didn’t start out from

___ l from Missoula, Mont., and h-h _to Vancouver 
Toronto and New Orleans.

I vuess you mean did I hitch-hike to the Nolacon. 
chairman of the Nolacon,-answers that question rather 
follows; ”...It is an exceedingly.rare'tning find 
self-respect, tenacity, responsibility, <’ . "
feat of hitch-hiking here from Vancouver stands ouu 
such a morass of pseudo-persons...1' ~
Vancouver. I started out from Missoula, mont 
via New York, Toronto and New Orleans.
TO DATE, HOW WY PERSONS HAVE CONTRIBUTED TO VANATIONS? (NO PERSONAL 

gEN-NAMES) _ x\rp Huseboe

stastistics break down as follows:
PROSE (includes contest entries) POEIKI

6 ?8 110 i
23 °

difference in the totals is because in some cases more ailiexeute j-n u .........................   A----- the same nerson

The 
ISSUE 
No. 1 
No. 2 
No. 3 
No. 4 
TOTALS

Tho —_______ __
type of material was contributed by the same person

ARTWORK
3
2
4

TOTAL DIFF.
9
912
14
30 

than one
9
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contributed to more than one issue. These figures do not take into 
account those who contributed filler, letters, questions, news, etc.

DO YOU THINK VANATIONS IS REALLY WORTH THE BOTHER AND WHY? .
- Glenn Godwin .

Boy you people sure do come up with some dandy questions.. You must 
lay awake at nights’■ thinking them up. I know I lay awake trying to 
think up answers to them.... Your question'contradicts itself. Vn. 
is a part of my hobby, and a hobby by its very definition can’t under 
any circumstances be a '’bother1'.

HOW OLD ARE YOU? . n T TI ,
- Lyle Kesslet, Marion Z. Bradley, Jehry-Hopkins, etc.

I was born on the 3rd of June, 1932. That, of course is my physical 
age. No one, unfortunatly, has yet asked me what my mental age is...

WHAT ARE YOU DOING WITH THOSE 500 COPIES OF VANATIONS?
- Walter A, Willis

keep about 25 for later requests - such as yours - and distribute 
’ As a matter of fact, my distribution list looks

andom. All BNFs get it, many pros get Vn., most 
and FAPA get Vn. Besides this, about 50 are. 
.nd another 100 are sent to miscelanious fen in 

and Australia.

I x
the rest in fandom. ~As 
like a directory of fan 
members of NFFF, BSAW, . 
distributed in Canada a: 
the States, England, a~
WHAT MAKES YOU SO GENEROUS? ARE'YOU SURE THERE ISN’T A SOCIAL 
BEARING? “ Larry Forsace

Generosity is when you put more into a thing than you get out of 
•it I get a^ot out of fandom - possibly even more than I put into
it’ I don’t think I am generous; I think I am lucky - lucky to belong 
to’a hobbv group that is one of the most inexpensive there is. 
don’t know fnything about a "social bearing". Most people are of the 
opinion that the trouble is ball-bearings - they keep falling out 
of the holes in my head... .

WHAT DOES THE ”G” IN YOUR NAME STAND FOR? '
■ Larry Balmt

When I was born, my parents called me many names “^ut they needed 
one that would be -ceeptable^in our modern^nal 
of research, discussion c.nc. mo c ,. Then thev showed mor e
idea of calling me »°™an - Same. You see I was
nri p-inalitv and loretnou^nL m p-l^-j-ii^ > 
bom on the same day as George V of England....

D THE PAR SYSTEM AND CHARGE A REGULAR PRICE? .
: _ paul MittelbuscherWHY DON’T YOU DISCiv

same as everyone else? Do you realize how 
. get through the PAR system? It pays to be 
those that send in money send m more tnan i

HahJ And be the 
publicity I and Vn- 
f erent. Besides, — — ------- .normaly get if l’charged a regular price.

much 
dif- 
would
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a IOLOGICAL RGB

By
HIL J*j ASCH

Whether science fiction should be prophecy or recreation has long 
been a bone of contention among fans. Certainly there is room for 
both conceptions, but at the first Annual West Coast Scienti-Fantasy 
Conference Ray Bradbury rather decisively cast his vote for the former 
bv saving that our brave new world was going to be an unpleasant one in 
which''to live and it was the S-F authors’ duty to warn their readers of 
this fact. More and more S-F is becoming based upon the 'probabilities 
of possibilities.” More and more S-F is turning from mechanical consid
erations to sociological ones. Let us leave aside atomic power, rocket 
shins cosmic power and similar concepts and consider here only the 
sociological situation which we may expect to encounter during che nex 
one hundred years.

Phvsically and mentally mankind’s biological evolution.ceased beiore 
he became, civilized. The evolutionary impetus which carried uhe race 
from an aoe-like ancestor to modern man seems to have spent itself by 
the time of the appearance of Cro-Magnon man some 25,000.years ago. 
Philosophically, evolution is no longer viewed as a cosmic scheme of 
continued progress. It is now recognized as being rather an uncertain

, , . a':’Ta/>c>n pffnir Modern men may be degenerating rather thanSproS We SiUsUs. Some unforeseeable force may . 
cause nutations in the race, but if so they will be totally unpredictable

Bradbury indicated that one reason for the unpleasantness of the 
coming decades will be the tremendous pressure of world population. .-e 
diseased this point in one brief paragraph in ’’The Future and Man'’ m 
thl issue^of PRISM. In the years since that article was written
the topic seems to have become a favorite subject of discussion. Books ~ 
such as Human Breeding anA-Survival, Geography of Hunger, Human Fertility 
The Modern Dilemma, and Our Plundered Planet are.pouring off the pres-

■ bpTtpr then one can read them. ”Thot" magazines such as Riw.DERS 
Population^Reference

^n^Sr^
Cointy museam recently displayed an ^Our PinderA^rL^h^mat-

no Lience fiction fan can help but regard it with something rea- 
eM horrified fascination. If Bradburyia ^Kki^Lihe L- 
nexus of the stories which the S-b auunors wm ue &
mediate future. Let us then examine it m some detail. .

In Road to Survival William Vogt establishes five premises.
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1, People live on the products of the earth,
2. There is ah inevitable relationship between the number oi people 

and- the supply of food.
3. If the food producing surface is reduced by erosion or ocher 

* causes less"food can be produced.
4. If human beings continue to reproduce, at the present rate, more 

’ food will be required'than is now produced. '
' 5 It is criminal to waste land while increasing the population.
4114 the matter is. that population i^xncreasrng faster 

than is our ability to support it. Maluhus, oi course, maue 
point long ago.

ab^bo^-ffi-SIS^ pearl 3howed that
" ' ’ ' - -"i. - ------ -- X „

curve that could be plotted in the form of a distorted b. 
climatic conditions, etc. had little effect on this curve.

' ’ ? a nation could be plotted with con-
If this sounds fantastic, we need only add that 
de in 1921 of the population of the country m 19^0 
curate than those made by such organizations as 

' Insurance Company in 1931 and the Scripps Foun- 
Population Problems in 193^. In QurPlundered 

president of the New York Zoological Society, 
’ ’about 400,000,000 people on this earth m_ 
ure had dueled. By 1900 it had doubled again 

, 2,330,000,000 and the annual increase is i n the 
u. 20,000,000. /be present population of^tne USA x h, 

1517000,000 and Pearl estimates it will reacha “orl of 1(;o,6oo,6oo 
about 2100. By comparison Russia now aas a . u-1 (%0 000 ooo)

to have 240 000 00 by 197U. the entlre world in
Europ?..alS:m S t^“ ?e an additional. 500,000 000 

from'now the world's population may be in excess

. Raymond Pearl, of John Hopkins, published a most remark
* J - - - . ■ • <-<------ >-i- pr. Pearl snowed that

fertility, — - ------ . ,
By’it future population growth oi 
siderable accuracy. °
the predictions he mai 
appears to be more ac 
the Metropolitan Life insure^ — - Qur P1?ndered
^“t Srtff StSuIHew y’L Zoological SoCTetV, 

Ig^Ty S!o th!s%Su?/tad%oSble“’0iy 1900 It°Ld doubled again. 

Now the total is^about n
neighborhood of 7

about 2100. 
and is expected, 
people alive in 
1630. Twenty-five years 
people. Fifty years ----
of 3,000,000,000

It -puires 2.54 acres Orland perhperson£totfeed the population 

landdin Ae -rld^r^^acres por^erson^ 
?Ir^r-4°sXn43 Si.idrese the food supply,X 

advances in medd0“®|’?^1|u®ch aid Pendell's Human Breeding and Surviv- 
f?s^-v-S.sURoad ?o sSvival we are warned that one third of our' tSf 
al and Vogt’s Koccd uo ouivivai „rres of cron land has alreadysoil has disappeared. About 100 000 000 ls disaocearing
disappeared and ch equiVul imOrican Union's 1946 Report on Act-
every day thru erosion. lhe Pan American unio no exaggeration
iylof ^ Conservation |ectp_2, ^t America together form a
to say that Mexico, cen - timber ds already gone, the
vanishing continent. One h i o ly finished, economists are 
great Mesabi iron range is sdd uo Re^rt of the Sec
worried about our petroleum sunn y -- known usable reserves of

d e ^^-yjar.supnl^or less.../ 

areSbel^ SeadSVus!^ while growing populations ever cry for more.

> are only 4,000,000, 
cres per person on a

5, more scientific.
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(The next time ■some S-F writer depicts a battle between great fleets 
of space ships, it would be pertinent to enquire where Earth found the 
material with which to build such fleets,)'

On March 15,: 194#, the U. S,' Census Bureau issued a statement that 
a down trend in population would be desirable because ”it will postpone 
the -exhaustion of our national resources, contribute to economic stab
ility, and lessen the likelihood of deterioration of the quality of the 
population.” The last point may require a little elucidation. Educ
ational achievement seems to be closely related to IQ, The lowest 
IQ third of our population is breeding about twice as many children as 
'the upper third. Women with less than a grade school education average 
3,31 children per woman; those with high school diploma average 1,75; 
and those with college degree'.only 1.2'3, As a result intelligence is 
being slowly bred.out of our population. Dr. Pitrim A, Sorokin, Chair
man of the Department of Sociology at Harvard University, has noted 
(Crisis of Our Age) that our creative ability seems to be declining. 
Since the end of the Nineteenth Century the rate of increase of disc
overies and inventions has slowed down and the absolute number of dis
coveries and inventions has declined. The climax (number and importance 
of discoveries and inventions) was reached in the Eighteenth and Nine- 
t-eenth . Centuries. In a recent speech Dr. Karl T, Compton, President 
of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, referred to this problem 
in the following words: ' .....■...... •

Increasing concern is being expressed over the fact that.a major 
portion of the fundamental scientific discoveries and theories have 
been coming from Europe, in spite of the' far;greater number of stud
ents and generally superior laboratory facilities in this c.o.Unt,ry.

■. ' Why has the U. S. not been relatively prominent in the production
of fundamentally new ideas? •

(Will our descendants have the intelligence necessary to .construct .and 
operate space ships?) Further, the age level of our population is con
stantly increasing. There are now 10,000,000 persons 65 years or over 
in the U.S.' It is estimated by the National Industrial'Conference 
Board that by i960 this figure will have incresed to 1#,000,000, or 
one for ever five productive workers, (Will our descendants.have the 
aggressiveness necessary to set out upon a space voyage or will the 
conservatism characteristic of old age paralyze such actions?)

. Such are the facts and figures as they are seen by many students of 
the subject. Their importance may perhaps be better realized from the 
fact that the Book of the Month Club the Nonfiction Book Club and the 
Semantics Book Club have all chosen Vogt’s Road To, .Survival as one of 
their monthlv selections. Joseph Henry Jackson, one of America s 
foremost book reviewers, has termed it "in many respects the year’s most 
important book.” Harold Ickes, former Secretary of the Interior, says 
’’Everyone who can read, and who is capable of two consecutive thoughts, 
ought to read this book.” There are, of course, those who dispute 
these findings. The Catholic Church, for instance is lanatically 
opposed to any attempts toward a logical solution of uhe proolem by 
restricting the birth rate. TIME devotes several pages in its November 
#, 194#, issue to exposing the errors of the Neo-Malthusians, It argues
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that scientific farming and industrialisation can greatly grease the 
number of people a given area can support. "The conclusion is ^at 
world starvation is not around the corner - - - The land is tne.e.^tn^ 
hands to work i^are^there^the^rain^ are^ Hi*Hallett also contends 

ience and cooperative effort can increase the food supply to an 
-li-ited quantity and ±at larger populations cansbetter extras

i1 .
Franz

hands to work it are there, 
(man) can eat heartily - indefinitely, 
that science - 1
natural resources. In the Encyclopedia of Social Scien_qe K. .. 
ynski estimates the earth can support 10,000,000 000 Pe?P^e* 
Wilcox, an agronomic expert, sets the figure ^p^aS^A^AqO’ * 
Oppenheimer, a German economist, places it at 200,000,000,OOU,

ai^u^o^^xr a iutr

national dislocations, how would you like no li co todav? And even 
which was as crowded as India or Jhlna ^°he' rate of
so, we are bit deferring the problem. <get. the most enthusiastic 
human increase when ic reaches the 6 h y0 face t^e problem 
of Malthus’ opponents? more ac^te thin ever before? (Will
again when the situation is even i ^ants t0 seek other worlds
ISjr^ndft-io^on^SirX Sill have become intolerable?)

to Karj “X^XwngX pX^v^tindenSe^..

culture owe their existence to t ^neurotic product.1’ Imagine, if 
in this sense civilization in qqq population. Here indeed
you can, a civiliza.tion of 20 , , the" e°rthlv paradise so often
would be a.Drea^g1Ja^IUfIture h Here" indeed would be Ort egay Gasset’s 

■ predicted in lales. f * * science and cooperat
es man1’. Halleub -nd oc ^js iiKen i the outlook for
ive effort to save us. bet us enquire -s to civilization COWOsed of 
science and cooperative effort i Jt . ., answer. The quotation
mass man. There will be scan Manchester Boddy, editor of the
that follows is taken from an article oy n-n
Los Angeles Daily News, who has given a great o.e-i oi u 
very question:

what it does, or how it functions. . the victim of its own
Science made mass man possibl . n«iv 6 per cent of the crowded.

work. In the United States, w i yBut madmen armed with atomic
world science is being sub

merged. o Pvi<;tpnce in a world of hatred, civil,
warE^nd lAAurAy.froAa e workable prescription for producing food

the Ss?ng fl?od of humanity, can mass man apply at?

as to what is the outlook fou^

The quotation 
editor of the

earth already
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The facts/?as they exist todayt would seem to exclude this possibility. 
Everywhere, we see civil unrest, strikes, civil wars, revolutions^ 

destruction and preparations for destruction. This is.mass man caught 
in a vicious circle; insecurity and near-starvation.driving him into 
chaos, which, in turn, destroys science and production which alone can 
save him from the very fate that his increasin numbers portend, 

(What are the odds•that The Twenty.Fifth Hour, Unthinkable and The 
People of the Ruins are not more"logical answers than The Legion ...pi 
Space, Venus Equilateral or World of %.?)

• - Phil Rasch

THE QUESTIONAIRE; A review

The response to the last issue of Vn», as near as I can figure it, 
was S7J This is large, the largest yet and somewhat of a record, Un- 
fortunatly, it is not the highest on record; Harlan Ellison of SCIENCE 
FANTASY Bul>LETIN claims a response of over 90 to one of his issues. Oh, 
well. Better luck next time. •

The following are the number of votes for ”best-in-the-issue" and ine xoxxuwxixfo . . „ „ — daoi- ana ^e number
W will stand

”worst-in-the-issue” respectively. B will stand for Best 
following it will be the number of votes it got as besu, 
for Worst, etc. .

War Stinks by Bert Hirschorn 24B and 10W, 'The Visitor 
■ I - " —- /I -I n   on A Z-3 tr an +■ •
War Stinks by Bert Hirschorn 24B and 10W, 'The Visitor by: Wally Weber 

og and 7W, The Answer by Clarkson; 3B and 9W, My Adventures on thg? 
Mnnn bv Uncle Ronald: IB and 1717, Contest entries (includes votes for 
individual entries as being best or worst) 3B and 6W, 2sy1f§gby ' 
Huseboe* 3B. Artwork (includes votes for individual drawings) 10B, 
DOPRI (includes votes for individual letters) 2B and 4W\ You Asked IB,

Comments: As can be seen, War St into was judged as best of the issue 
end Mv Adventures on the Moon as worst of the issue. It was a tretty 
well1three-way tie as to the best artist represented, with the.cover, 
the work bv Bergeron, and the work by Naaman Peterson all receiving 
highpraise. Two people thought the Editorial was best of the is sue 
and two people thought the filler.jokes were best. One person thot 
the questionaire was the best, (??) .

In the Contest. Entries Vote, Neil Blum got 34,votes; Harlan^Ellison 
IQ* Goorge E» Cold 4$ Lcirry Touzinsky __ .
:^s^b^ninaSrN^m£VSSBrP^^ ^o -re in. favor ofa

series of sketches and not all wanted 
♦n!4 objected to the idea.

" * Numerous suggestions were received 
but I will not print the list at this 
them myself and they would be more of 
inite came of the questions regarding

• and Wally Weber 1 (??). The 
53 were in_favor

>

them to be biographical. Only

as to ideas for stories or articles • 
time as I intend to do some of ' 
a surprise that way, Notning def— . 
Ted Sturgeon and his work , '
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(Herewith is the fourth and last of 
words. Two previous articles dealt 
on the word Crud. A third examined 
in the word Venus and variations on

a series of articles dealing with 
with origin, uses, and variations 
the numerous possibilities inherent 
same,.,.NGB)

TOD CAVANAUGH

;?Gosh” is derived from the ancient Greek idiom Goshius and freely 
translated means, Gee' Whiz J ”Wow” comes from an early Egyptian version 
of the Morse Code and is similiar in many respects to the English term 
S.O.S. As most scholars are aware, S.O.S. means Save Our Souls and is 
expressed in code by a series of dots and dashes. W.O.W. stands for 
Worchesius Olius Wales and the ancient Egyptians expressed it m a long 
series of undecipherable hieroglyphics,

”Boyi? is thought to have been originated by the Prussians and orig- 
inalv spelled Bowiea. Moreover, a group of etymologists,claim they 
have^traced the origin of the word back to an east Prussian metal-smith 
living in the iSth century. They further claim that the metal-smith went fn“ Xk one night and during, a lighterfoment decided to forge 
a spoon.: They-, state that what resulted was not a spoon but whan is no 
known as a Bowie knife,. •. •

Another version has it that there is a direct connection between the 
metal-smith Bowiea, his invention, and the expression of a small chi 
around Christmas time of 5 ,?Boy, a knue.

All this of course is mostly theory. What facts are known is that 
the French, in their translation of the word, somehow, or other 
it so it became Boyboy. The English either did not notice the 
were to apathetic to bother correcting it. .

But when it was passed on to the Irish, they changed it uo 
pnt form as it is today. At the time of the word’s arrival in 
the Irish were going through a period of individualism,unmatched by ou 
■nres-ent civilization. At that time, surnames were just coming into 
nonSlS Sslge- and the Irish, to set themselves off from the rest of 
the masses Swere placing the letter ”0" in front of their last names. 
Thus whin’BoyBoy reached Ireland, the Irish in their state of extreme 
individualism^ broke, the word apart and inserted the then currently 
popular letter i!0” in the centre. .

X^y’wXXSe pSXXmlj of the gems of wit and wisdom

doubled 
error or

its pres- 
Ireland,

actual event, they failed mis-
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that rested in their files. Thus, although its component parts were 
passed on to the language, the complete expression itself lay dormant 
for many years. '

It was two unrelated factors.that had much to do with bringing the 
expression back into popularity. One of them was a game that children 
play and the other was a popularity of a form of literature.

When a state of war exhists any place in the world, its effect upon 
children is to cause them to pla3'- a game^ of mock war. The commonly _ 
used expression during such periods is; ’’Bang, bang. You’re dead," It 
is to be understood that this is not the only game played by children; 
rather it is a game directly dependent upon world political conditions, 
and these conditions are not always war-like.

During the various interim periods, the game played was usually depen
dent upon the type of literature then currently popular with the reading 
public' Thus, when Western stories were the vogue, the children’s game 
became’Cowboys and Indians, and the expression used most was; '’Bang, bang. 
You’re dead.” . ...

A factor that altered the situation considerably was the Detective, 
tvpe story. The children gradually became aware of this plot and their 
P-ames of play changed accordingly. . This new form of emotional outlet 
was called Cops and Robbers by those who played it; and the most comm
only used expression in the vocabuealry of the game was '’Bang, bang. 
You’re dead.’” .

The sudden rise in popularity of the Science Fiction type story of 
course again cha.nged a.11 this. Science Fiction beca.me an accepted form 
qP literature; it became a reading habit o± millions of people; and it 
drastically changed the way of youth.

Children found that science fiction opened up such a wealth of ideas, 
and that such an infinite number of forms of expression existed that the 
phrase ’’Bang, bang. You’re dead.” seemed inadequate. It was here that 
the expression that had remained dormant in che language for so long 
came back into popular usage. It was here that the expression that 
fitted, so many situations became an integral part of the national vo
cabulary, It was here, in a' country where half the words spoken were 
issued in exclamation that ”Goshwowboyoboy" reigned supreme.

So in future, 
use it wisely.

remember this words long and complicated history, and

Tod Cavanaugh

he is regional organizer for the Greater 
Art wants all information and data possible
Dakota or neighboring states. How about 
Contact Art Huseboe, 704 S. Spring St.,

Art Huseboe informs me that 
South Dakota S-F Society, 
on stf fans living in South 
helping him out - aye gang? 
Sioux Falls, South Dakota.

The question facing mankind in 1953 is; ’’Pogo or suicide?”
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I
The. fat. child sat in the dust,
Its mouth hanging open slackly,
The lips rimmed and caked
With dried jam and milk.
The fat child was killing ants.
The greasy -hand rose and fell in the dust
Methodically pounding the thin stream
Into more dust while the sun
Dried mud into more dust and the wind _
Blew the dust in little eddying whirlwinds 
Across the dusty land.

The fat child’s brother sat also in the dust, 
His.wide eyes narrowed, his thin lips set
As his fingers moved. v
The.ants crawled over his legs and arms.
The slender fingers wrapped a paper match ' ■ 
In tinfoil and touched a lighted match
Beneath the tinfoil.
The missil streaked off---- and fell.
The wide eyes watched the fall _ , . .
And the slender hand reached again
For match and foil,

The fat child sat m che dust
Pounding ants with a stone
While his brother strode
Like a giant through the land . .
His wide eyes filled with starlight,......

Ill • .
Sing I for a brave and gallant .ship
And a stiff and rattling brejeze, .
A bully crew and a captain true _
To carry me..........  .

Once more the word alone of the Iron Chancellor,
But the' blood ran in the steel, and
The steel ran in the blood, and
The blood froze and the steel melted,
And the sound of fire screamed at the stars,
And a tiny cousin echoed the scream,

IV . , .
The fat child stopped rounding the ants. 
The vacant eyes and slack lips
Inclined upward.



The ants surged, in new waves ■
Over the gross legs and belly. ,
Thud, thud, thud, thud, thud, thud, 
The fat child .pounded ants once more, 
While a tiny cousin echoed a thud 
That was not a rock yet was a rock, 
Filled with dust and blood, blood and dust 
And gray, gray flesh.

V ,
The stars woke slowly and whispered 
And the whispers grew and became shouts . 
As the message rattled to the ends of nothing.

A billion round, mud balls
Wait like women with barren wombs..,..

Art Huseboe

(I felt it would be better

ted best in the last issue 
Neil a grand prize. Those 
in me and Vn, to enter the 
ation prizes. The same ;

all othersMwill be sent consolation prizes 
the fairest thingj 
I want to 
and voted

(I felt it would be better if the contest entries in each 
issue be judged separately and not together. The entry vo- issue oc was by Neil Blum and I have sent

others who had sufficient faith 
contest have been sent consol

system will be worked for this issue.
entry judged best by you will^be J ent a grand prize and 

' ' to do possible under the circumstances and 
personally thank all those who both sent in entries 

on them,.,.NGB) . , ■

on sif nffins io hie
GRABLES .GREGORY

Ho °thybtyPefh?fioS0nan l^offeJs^o^escX^omX dfily^Sd 
offered by science fyn°"X„XtionI of the future that are esoecially 
and gives you various -c“™pol.tion volumes of reading
fascinating to me. The only ^nin ° of money for present and

Slit^n^ thought pr«1galae&, ^VeadgKlnf=°iin"^n"at' 
a tf its readers. Whet
else should you expect a type oi fiction co do. .

t r. , 1^,4 q-nnr. -pt rei on reader first and then a fan, which I tSnks^TSow :eWv9eTa£C I have written a few articles for fan-
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zines, but most of my spare time is taken up with stf, girls, basketball, 
girls, and school work. Why am I a fan? Who can actually say why they 
are fen; you buy a fanzine, meet some other fans, start writing and then 
you’re hooked before you realize it. Other than giving me enjoyment and 
a chance to know some mighty nice people, fandom has not changed.me in_, 
ajtyway I can notice, 
ne longer be fandom.

Who can actually say why they

Other than?giving me enjoyment and 
____ r _ ___ " „ ’ ’ l

Fandom should have no purpose - if it did it would
______________________ It was born as a means'of'further enjoyment, not 

tc bring any great message to the world, 
long'may they last to brine enjoyment to 
it never be burdened, with a "message and

Science fiction and fandom: 
people from nine to ninety, may 
duty1' to ■ perform.

NEIL WOOD

(EDITORS NOTE - The following was not submitted as a 
coyest entry but I felt it fitted in with this group and 
am placing it here for your consideration...NGB)

I joined fandom for one definite thing - escape; escape from 
a mild inferiority complex that everyone was be^rer jhwn * 
escape to people of my own plane; people th^t were nt real. 
I wrote stories by the dozen in an effort to be accepted m 
fandom; and of course I was. For fandom was made up o± pe
ople like'me; people who wanted to pull up in a ishell ox 
their own, and there jeer at the outer world ana all the 
other idiots.

" Random is made up of neurotics. Almost every fan earlier 
__w^x .... „tal + u. v.it that caused his friends to mock

him! He began to walk alone to school and spend his spare 
because he didn’t want to be found and ridiculed. Of.course 

so he started reading and excersismg 
Eventually he found

What J "''ar • 
in lit- nao. < 
•and- ' cule 
time at home 
he had to have something to do, 
Tn-ih while others excersised their bodies. ------ -- . -
a magazine of science fiction and began to read stf almost exclusively, 
because this was even further from reality than other fiction.

al11]0 J; ._v „ bis shell for now he had two things lo beand drew even xurthei into ms ^nci , . - chanced his ideas and

ideas ox his companions. Ta- Bi believe. He became an agnostic, 
impossible and undesirabl xoi Him Shaverism. Dianetics Spirit-
and maybe even an atheist m he ±ell prey o tn be accep£ed in
ualism, or some other off^rail subject. & Christian. That
fandom if he were one ox these, but nou ix m, 
is my idea of a lan.

MARIO^ 'ZIMMER BRADLEY
' o. t • oin -Pnnm* Ah cliche to say random is a way of life1’ 

It sounds like - polish fanni h h was nobody around
but I could say it, ar<"i - it sincerely i Fictlon does to most'

on the defensive;
Of ne nneTs th0UShts and attltudes*
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What change has science fiction made in my way of life? I could say 
honestly that it taught me to think. Why? Because it was different.

I grew up in a milieu dominated by reactionary Republicanism, respect 
for the Almighty Dollar, superstitious belief in a God who was just a 
bigger and less admirable Grandpa, prudishness and belief in innocence •
as the best Gift of God. It was a smug little world, and the carefully 
chosen books entering into that world were delicately censored to ore- 
vent anything ever shaking that rigid and bitterly held conviction that'

- - the status quo was Life in the Real.

Perhaps I read into those science 
fiction magazines something that 
wasn’t there, for I made them a 
symbol of rebellion against the en
tire rigid mechanism of my const- . 
rained society. They acted as a scape
goat, too, for my family—unwill
ing to believe that any daughter 
could so betray her upbringing—- 
blamed ‘'those terrible magazines' 
for giving me such heretic ideas. 
Namely; that there could be more 
than one honestly-held political 
viewpoint, and that all non-Repub
licans were not Reds and Bolsheviks, 
but simply people who chanced' to 
disagree honestly. That there was 
a standard of life which had noth

________ ________________________________ ing to shy to a man’s occupation 
or his college degree, or his income bracket, but merely with.his 
native intelligence. That the concept of God could be something wider 
than a Stern Parent. That "innocence" was a transitory.superstition 
left over from Victorian days, having no relevant relationship to de
cency.
Science fiction taught me one thing; to examine all sides.o± a problem 
before making my opinion known. How did it do this? By introducing 
me to’a scope not limited or terrestrial, but universal and all-em r
acing. , ■ : .. .
Science fiction also did me a personal service; it saved my faith in 
MiS’S^on^hl’poiSt^f truing

my faith. I found if. not in stf, but because my stf reading had open
ed my mind to new things. ■ •. .
The reading of science fiction did this, merely by being different* by 
going in scone beyond the littlenesses of everyday society as put forth 
in neurStic modern fiction; by showing a wider horizon, a broader theme 
of life ’’There every story showed a new Earth and a new Universe,.my 
mind ^rew more flexible, to imagine all this; and the widened imagination 
showed itself in a widened intellect, and at last into an intellig n 
questioning, where previously had been only a dumb acceptance.



'.man and R. J.
mv, ______ ——. Any

a vote for both but only one prize will 
contest..... NGB)

(EDITORS NOTE The following twe „ „
Banks-were submitted as one entry.and should be judged^as^such^ 
vote for one will be considered 
be awarded "should they win the

GUY SELLMAN

I like it. That, is the only reason whyanyone woWfe-d^n^hin^-Xcept for Religious^books^like^the^Bijie, 

the Koran, and. others which are either
’ the various gods, 

discrediting the 
in the inimaginaiion’ of men

ers which are either read because of fear.of one of 
or because of complete disbelief, and an interest in 
tupid and. disjointed writings which keep them alive

it is 
often 
” four 

. few --
tthat I believe many of 

science fiction storie 
overlooked.

md plots than

better written than any other ruin 
has a message as to what man might 

pestilence, war, 
/been overplayed

.he descriptions of spaceflight as 
accuratly mirroring the near 

It offers' greater variety of 
my other type. I 
■ 1 - x-.l I ran out

.1 like science fiction because 
variety of mod’ 
become were he 
and religion, 
but the fact 
set forth in J .
future, cannot be entirely 
cou^f^ollStifYe^oSThy’I Yike^cIenSYf lotion untl . .
iflT S/thMitor out o/patience; but they alVboil do™ to 
out fit- I ^in’c scier.ce fict^is superior^of other types, ^inc^.

- ^:,°JetSnk llen.eo fic?lon i?the o?lv typo worthy of any degree 

of attention from me.

rn fiction. .It 
relieved of the 
Thj fact of its

horsemen’:: disease, 
.teral prophecies ha

ThP r-r-in value that I have derived from continued reading of science,- 
The m-m v-lu . expense differing over the years irom10$. to

? can buy three hots i? a world free of disease; free or being 
35i; 1 Cc-n ou.__ uii.. . -• -p op at least at war with a .
OS ys“K,",'vi:.SoK 3 ss?;sir.. 

if lot f?oo frottligion itself. For more of my reasons, you mi-.ho 
see the self-praise ads in recent numbers of Galaxy.

Reading science fiction has helped me to a fetter underrt^ding of life! 
and, indeed, of myself. I t ha s "idened^g horxso. mL
SFnTHB°ROTttNtE?PiaE0-SGibbon. LOST CONTINENTS - de’Camp etc.) which 
-,,vr “further broadened my horizons immonsly and made my life more 
Soy/le. 1 can now Greet religious doctrines with a laugh ( a mal- 
answe?ednthemlnd S'/hfer?- tllnted“^ith ‘the try” religion I was mal

igning, - - -

rather than the curses which I once

The only real purpose of
that science iiction (as co so - - - limited extent ed
in the gatao--.it ... l^ose which science fiction does
ucatoonal in lu- c-_x, i -- anytnirg whf h science fiction does not 
accoir 'I? sh„ i c -.or ij ■ -u . .
do th it I bol:*d\ -it should, - ....though'T’ll"bet you get at least one
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article from some sweetly pious Christian (Norman.' Don't you dare 
capitalize that ”c”) suggesting that science fiction become evangel
ical.

. R. J. BANKS, Jr.

Fandom offers me a means of escape at least on a par with the reading 
of science fiction. Writing'science fiction, even.for publication in 
one’s own fanzine is darned hard work---- if the finished story is to
have any worth whatsoever. Penning articles, features, and departments, 
is not ouite so difficult; but it- does demand the authors full attention. 
Proper stencilling, and even manipulating a hand-cranked mimeograph 
is hard work; but I find them mentally relaxing, as opposed to the 
mental stimulation of writing something origina.l.

Some of 
stance, 
And all 
While I

mv best friends' were drawn from the ranks of fandom; for in
Leif Alen, Alan Grant, and I could name dozens ox owners, 
of the pros whom I call my friends were met through fandom, 
was lust’a reader, I could admire the magnificent craftsman

ship of W Phillips; Sprigue de Camp; Dr David Hoeller (prefers 

?c^a^il“thei as persons.. Truthfully" I can say that. I have never 

gotten to know any pro stf writer that 1 didn t like, ..

The exclusiveness of science fiction fandom, while not nearly what it 
was ^pan still be counted as one of its virtues. Stamp collegers - and 
model railroad fans are so common that there can be no real mystery o 
comaraderie between them. Of course, we don’t have the complete 
aloofness of Freemasonry, but it is fairly easy fob two.or more fen 
to carry on a coherent conversation in a room crowded with non-fen; wi 
out the non-fen having any idea what the-'- are talking about.

A lot has been said about fandom being a sort of glori?cied apprentice
ship to'nrodom; with Bradbury, Ackerman, Evans Mullen, Palmer, Lowed , 
Ei-sman/Eshbach, Hamling, Oliver and dozens of oth
p ~ Certainly I admit that those writers who came up through
fandom owe a lot ?o the experience they gained as fen, but I maintain 

uad a certain spark that woulc. have made them pros anyway, ir^sFoSe^a^Uy ^eminent fan has 
its reasonably good lines of e^i^taon ^.t^equally^rofxc ° 5

wonderful work as an evangelical mission Front.
Attempts have also been made to make fandom merely a oomi 

I won’t comment on either suggesuion.
I have dabbled in many hobbies (too many to list)
or so years and have foune as.much pla '"'ckeckfrs monopoly. Can- 
StSlS^e^a"? parlor S-es «ith m^re th^ average', skii^ but 
Guy Sellman (my usual oponent) usually beats the sox oil me 

mv simple old mimeograph.’
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; . ■ GLENN ■ GODWIN.

The most important thing that S-F does for me is to open up new realms 
of the imagination. Some people collect S-F books and magazines. Not 
me; I collect ideas. If a'-story fails to explore a new facet of the 
imagination, if it doesn’t reveal a new concept of life or a new phil
osophy, if it doesn’t at the very least introduce a few new, ingenious
ly coined, pseudo-scientific words, I consider it trite,

I think most science fiction should be labeled "psuedo-science-fantasy", 
since the science in it is’ often 'contrived and the. fiction is of the 
fantasy.classification. Reading should furnish either information or 
entertainment. In S-F I look for entertainment, rather than accurate 
information. If I want facts, I can look in the encyclopedia.

The aim of science fiction should be to entertain and to provide an 
escape, from the everyday humdrum existence. But more than this, its 
ultimate purpose should be to free us from dogmatism,, and encourage 
mankind to■plan for the future, and I mean planning not in the_terms 
of material goods and material, goals, but in the terms of spiritual 
goals and :in the cessation of man’s inhumanity to man.

It has been said that the most important revolution in human history 
has been revolution in thought. It is my hope that S-F will help us. 
to break loose from the shackles of traditional anthrpomorphic think
ing. If S-F can help us to see our stupid selves as other creatures 
might see us,if . it can help us to raise ourselves above the ego
centric level of greed‘ lust, and cruelty, it may accomplish some-, 
thing very valuable. . . .

OF MORE THAN PASSING INTEREST

Dear Mr. Browne; . .
The- thing, that disgusted me most about your fanzine, ■ September issue 

was the ouestionaire. You imply that there are two distinct types of 
people- those that like science fiction and those that like the people 
who”like science’ fiction, (that is some kind of mutual admiration cult,
no doubt.) . ,

You say your interest in stf is 
90%. Translation: Interest’ in stf 
90$. -

10$, and your interest in fandom is 
and fandom 10$, interest in egoboo

’ Yours, truly, 
(NAME WITHHELD)

TO TRY TO DISTINGUISH LIBERTY FROM LICENCE IS TO LIi-111 LIBjjjIlTY 10 
WHATEVER ONE APPROVES OF, AND SO TO RENDER IT MEANINGLESS.

’’She went around with an X-ray machine operator because ho was the only 
person who saw anything in her.” .. .. . . ; .

We wonder if magazines on Mars have .articles about the nossibilitv of 
Earth being inhabited by strange creatures with only one head.
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(Norman decided that one article could not sufficiently cover the in
finite facets of personality and thought that combine to make up the 
entity known as Norman G» Browne, Therefor he is doing three articles* 
Each article will show a different view; each article will be writen 
in a different style; each article will be writen by and about -.Norman 
G, Browne, The next in the series will deal with Browne the individual 
and the third will deal with Browne the philosopher,,.,NGB)

H. L. Gold introduced me to Ted Sturgeon and Ted Sturgeon introduced me 
to fandom. Ted introduced me to fandom by telling me.about the 
Nolacon and suggesting that I try and attend it, I did.

At the Nolacon, I was an outsider, an onlooker; I knew nobody and no
thing, I felt strangly set apart from these people who were fans. 
They talked and acted beyond my powers of comprehension and understand
ing. They talked about people, places, and events of which I had no 
knowledge". To me they seemed to be talking on a higher plane; a plane 
far far beyond my reach. Knowing so much about what they discussed, 
they seemed to be combining telepathy and speech in uheii conversa.tion. 
It was interesting - in a tantalizing sort of way.

I left the Nolacon with an overwhelming desire to become a fan; to 
become one of them, to talk with them in their own language, to under
stand what they understood, to enjoy what they enjoyed.

My first act when I got home from the Nolacon was to organize a S-F 
club. This took considerable time due to the fact that I had no know
ledge or experience in fandom or stf and knew nothing about organ
izing clubs. But by dint of sheer work and luck, the club was organ- 
ized and had its first meeting in Dec. of that same year. At a later 
meeting I was installed as President of the club, I had created a step- 
ing-stone toward the culmination of my quest.

As President of the Vancouver S-F Society, I pushed stf and my club 
as hard and as strong as I could in my immediate area, Thus, from an 
utter unknown. I had ma.de myseli known and ha.e created a sphero of 
influence to cover the Vancouver area, Gradualy, I extended this 
sphere of influence to encompass the whole of British Columbia.

I became contact man with outside fandom.
l I learned of the existence of the 

■ ■ ■■ ,1—, Also, through the same
.tie S-F Society 100

The very nature of 
and
I was 

■ of fandom; I 
and I was

As President of this club. 
Through a prozine letter-column, 
Canadian S-F Association and contacted them. . 
medium, I learned of the existence of the Seat 
miles to the south of us and got m touch with uhem. 
mv position made the making of outside contacts unavoidable; 
through these contacts, I met, and corresponded. with others, 
corresponding with fans; one of the prime activities 
had pushed myself up one step farther toward my quest; 
making my existence known to more and moi e of fandom.
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You can’t become a stamp collector overnight; you can’t oecome a 
magician overnight;• you can’t become a Mason overnight,. I realized 
that you have to study and learn about a group if you wish to oecome ; ■ 
a member of them. I studied and learned about. fandom.. I learned . : 
through my correspondence; I -learned through my position as Presiden

-^4 n • i i_ - _!__ -_ J o vi ■r'onT'inOiq I g u UCllO Q. '

the att-
. I picked up more correspondents. I 
member in stf clubs and projects. And I

of a stf club; I learned'by ■ buying and reading fanzines. I 
and I learned; I am still studying and learning.

Meanwhile, I continued to force the fact of my existence to 
ention of more and more fans. .
joined and became an active me------ — „ -
continued to. study - and. learn.

One of my earliest ambitions was to produce a fanzine. But lack of_ 
knowledge of fandom and fan-editing forced me to sunress this ambition 
until such time as 1 felt qualified. In the meantime, all 1 could d 
was think and plan. .■• '‘
I started writing pure stf almost immediately after I cane back the 
Nolacon. 1 picked one of my poorest novel ideas JI had ten oi .hem) 
and wrote it as an apprenticeship to actual writing, niter tn=.t I 
wrote a number of short stories, none of which were of any value whe.t- 
^evlr except the last one. Gradually though, fan writing became my 
dominant, interest and pro writing waned. (Now I havn t time to write 
either.,) ■’ , . '
Finally I felt I was qualified to produce VaNaTIONS, I had spent nine 
months studying.and learning, about fandom. .....I. had learned about fan - 
publishing and editing by studying fanzines and by editing a club news
letter, I had learned considerable about writing and had perfected a . 
passable style of writing, .

With the issuence of VANATIONS, I pushed myself considerably higher 
up the ladder of fandom and at the same time forced the fact of my 
existence before a considerable number of fans, I had arrived,

Mv original ambition was to become a fan - a relatively simple gOc.l, 
But, although that ambition has been realized, learned” as I
not’ For as I progressed into fandom,, as. I studied an„. lea. 
matured* my final goal raised accordingly. -

Tn mv first year I progressed from a non-fan, to a fringe-fan, 
neonhan and' finaly’to' a master-fan. Who knows.h-w wI wil_ 
my second year? Would anyone deny me the ambition of becomm -. 
or a super-ran? . Norman G. Browne

to a 
go in 
a BNF

. KNOCK by Neil Blum

Five hundred and sixty-eight Martians sat alone in a room............ and
there was a knock on the door. • ,

And now you have said, this is all well, and good^ bun how Cc,n _.i 
hundred and sixty-eight Martians be alone m a room.

A simple answer.
It is a large room.
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(It is interesting to contemplate what John W, Campbell’s reaction would 
be to this'-article were he to .have read it. I suggest anyone who is 
that curious: write a(nd ask hini - for you see,...he has,,.,NGB)

-ri d nnni-y pu nvnP,ns'nnY 3' Jn£ rJjJrJlj J JLrJ_. . d J UnrJ J1 JJ J _ y yp
■ ■ >y jack harness

The Anlav reviews scheduled for the last two issues were, unfort
unately, squeezed out due to space limitations, I don’t intend, how
ever to make the Anlav a quarterly feature;’ hence, in this issue. In 
Times to Come..was nudged out instead. Here are the scores lor the 
August issue

1. HOLE IN THE SOCK
2. ROAST BEEF, MASHED POTATOES..
3. WE HOLD THESE TRUTHS
4. THE POOL
5. DITTO ■
6. ARRIVAL '

.,,Aldous Humpfingle

.•..Alice McNuffy

...Tolliver Q. J. Mates

...Isick Asimov

...H. G. Pyfe
,, .Robert A, Finehind

1,12
1.35
3.24
4.49 
5.^7 
5.^9

Which goes to show that new stories, such as the first three above 
frequently have high ratings, and that new authors, such as Humpiing , 

andaSow°ed whajfould then ’
hapten i'fAhe current were turned or. — especially to the mouse.
stacked up with the masters in thc.t story, 

. ' ji y Ji

She

The rating of the September issue was as follows:

Maxwell Francis Gunn 
R. N. Jenkens-Smythe 
el Craig de Stomp 
Clifford Smack

1,42
2,06

. 3 .^7
3.33

Sentember
—- ______ When he

he decided to work on two more long
• , Watch for them.

1. ’’GALLOP”
2. HOMECOMING
3. THE COOL BREEZE
4. NONFUTURITY-(part 1)

Crais incidentally, had requested an advance look at the 
scores, iY ord er to sle if you prefered non-Viagen^stories, 

saw the rating of Cool Breeze, “C
’’Krishna” novels he’d mentioned a while back

I hi not certain why so m“hiotinreaders ^Al^that^data was care
article, Meteors, was more Thiotimeolimng . meteors do exist,
fully checked and found to be accurate. 1 assure you me 
But there may be another arti 
accompanying article was so well

•’Thiotimeolining
rticleCon"cork legs~for swimmers, since that 

liked.
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. The November ratings broke down thus: ■

1. FIREBREAK ’ * . ...Patrick Spfens, Jr.
2... .THE LANDj. THE. PRIDE . ..D. Cordova
3'. ADVENT ’ ’ ......   ’ ............: " ... John Lucian Schwarz
4. NONFUTURITY (part 2) ...Clifford Smack
5. "WITH HOT GRAVY..” ...Alice McNuffy

1.00
2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00

The above results may not be too accurate; a Street & Smith conyboy 
(who. ..I assure yoUj knew the math to compute the Anlav) misunderstood 
the nature of. his assignment and turned the wrong switch — all that 
mail-down the drain! I. was literally flushed..-. But the above is from 
a- -letter that arrived later and so could be included. Personally,. I 
thought McNuffy'had ,-a very ’’tasty”’ story.' Smack’s -serial maintains 
the level- part one reached in the last issue.

Coming up is another McNuffy story — very probably she’s c-reated 
one of the most interesting scries we’ve had in a long time. This^yarn, 

and a Cold Bottle of Beer”, elaborates on the three ways a
uiaUinp- machine, built to remember and to formulate generalized 
stracts of experience, can repulse a second attack from mice 
which fail* then follows an intriguing breakdown account oi tne 
shame when’a cat puts in a suprise appearance. She has a story

■" About the balance of the series; she hinted recently that noi
intends to use real rats. .Incidentally, she isn’t a cybernetics 
engineer as so many guessed - considering the wealth of machinery de
tail, She’s helped out there by her mother-, who’s a stenographer for 
IBM ’

sh
all of 
machines 
to tell!

she

- The Editor

BY RICHARD E. GEIS

t.o be around 
you can think

head rattle

--Dear John:.. ... ................. . . .
In Ratcherson’s article Tomorrow It ’ s Turbulorc_e.,..the -following 

sentence appears: ‘ "The average granule itself-turned oue 
one thousand miles in diameter... co fix uhe io.ec.in mu .
of a granule as the size of the British isles,. .

Now Ratcherson must be letting the loose rocks.in his
• around too much,:for the British Isles from.the river Blunk to che 

Kindle-Candly Isles* off Lands End, is but six hundred mi .

Of course, if Ratcherson was thinking about circumference,- uhen-its 
' area becomes- -eighty..thousand, which is a little under the combined 
land area of England, Wales, and Scotland.'.................... .
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I trust Mr. Ratcherson will make no more blunders of this nature, 
____ Roger Courtnqle, West-Upandowningham, England.

Since,no one can comprehend an area that size anyway, leJlL®. 
they're BTTgranuTesJ '
~ . ■ if if fr .

Dear Mr, Cambell} ■ . .

While' running through my old copies of. United States .Scien_tist, I 
article by Gj.E, Halpgingm, of, Yale University,' in the' issue

In it he reviews'a paper**--Willie Lay, Generalized 
Brit, j. Psych.4 Monogr, Suppl. 24: 1-95, ”52”----

"It’s“a Sin Without a Skin” which will, no doubt, 
O>JU y^u and perhaps to the other three readers of Brass 

e. Lay attempts to treat the relationship.of potentially 
t sausages in terms of deductive mathematical theory. The

found an a _
for. October 1853,* 
Sausage Stuffing”. 
which he retitles ‘ 
be of interest to you 
Tracks, Mr-

simplest expression for this common attitude is the following pair 
of differential equations:

dz/ddt-tyw and dy/td-dyz ,

This situation is obviously unstable, with the rate of consumption
nf each sausage depending on the others thickness and rate of particle 
emmision^ In^dditfon, psychological stimuli, or grievances, are also
postulated and considered to be constants, represented by G -nd h. The 
final equations are- then:

dz/dtg-dxh/ohd-aX / Ghu, and

. dy/djbksrztofbemsacrt-equal-lx/ h/ell

which is unstable.unless y- is, kept equal to zero by outside control. 
The point r>pi’esen^ip^equ£iib#|W11 corespondes to the historic concept 
of a balande i bf, power, .. .: .

This is indeed.a grim thing to face in this advanced day and age.
A grim reconing,, sirj------ James A. Barley, La Jolla, Calif,

The .conclusion is not correct , .....Tjwp^
n equals' 0, a permanent condition of implosioji_r^sults.—This can .De 
achieved"~by~adequate application' •

... # # #
Dear Cover-Format Stealer;-

I believe I am the best science fiction editor in.the world today. 
I also believe I edit the best science fiction magazine m the world. 
____ H.’ L. Gold, Galaxy Science Fiction, Lew York, N.±,

Ray palmer holds those same beliefs - a_nd for that matter - so do II i
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They represented a 
- ' ■ - ---j

In themselves, they were not 
and the unknown fas-

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2 _ . p
the nature of that "catch77 was again unknown. They represented a 
random stimuli depeding wholy on.the laws chance_for^the^ type^and 
amount of response they would eliciu. ---------
unknown, but your reaction to them was unknown -
C^nAs I said the last let ter-column was the best of such experiments 
into the unknown. The letter-column in the second issue only, contain
ed one letter that I thought stood out as an obvious "stimuli .It was 
bv Paul Wyskowski and I was curious as to whether it would elicit -ny 
reaction from you.. It is past history now-, that only two people saw 
anything worthy of comment in it. Alastair Cameron - wno Paul direc - 
his remarks to in the letter - began an immediate correspondence with 
Paul. Guy Sellman saw something in it and wrote me a letuer - tne 
one I published last issue. . ~ ,,

Again; Sellman’s letter, Wyskowski’s reply, and my comment were all 
’’stimuli” and boy J did I get a reaction. It was fun - and still is - 
and I hope you’ll forgive me. , •.
Out of all fairness, I should continue the;religious discussion that I 
started in the last issue,. But to be fair, I would have to prim all 
material re-latin- to the subject and such material would take up almosu 
the whole magazine' Besides, I have no interest in discussing religion 
and feel that such discussion has no.place in a fanzine. By y,
Paul Wyskowski’s letter in the last issue was meant to be read as_ _ 
meaning the exact opposite of what he said. .

Ppp-ardina: all discussions on religion the following question arises, 
"If there is“no God, how will if benefit man to have it proved.

Oh ves There’s a few statements made by various people scattered about 
this^ issue which to me stand out as possible "stimuli'7. One sucn is 
this editorial. I’m sure many of you will write and J *
Another is Neil Wood’s last statement on his idea o± a ±an on page 1/. 
Read it and see if you aren’t tempted to write me and commenc on it....

Inasmuch as many of you commented on the humorous jokes and fille.i in 
JhP l^t issue I feel that egoboo should be given to those who con-. 
M thlm? My thanks, thin, to; Rita Adams, Claude Plum and Janae

I

»
<

Mv thinks also to those of you who sent me Christmas cards. Last year 
n? Christmas time I had all of five fan friends and sent each of them 
a card. This year, I have 500 fan friends and thus sent none of them 
a card....
Mv name is presently on the waiting list .for FAPA - 
Association and it would please me no end l^those-^ 
Pornographic Amatuer Press 
their waiting list....

"If there is no such thing 
it proved?77
rm J -hiq -ippnp rould be blamed on the weather - 150 miles

Venture went down to 56 degrees below zero But
we in Edmonton were lucky as it only went down to 35 below . ..

LrD

Fantasy Amatuer Press 
m charge of PAPA -

Association - would also place my name on

as Pogo, how will it benifit mankind to have



A thorough, personalized, unique 
report of the Tenth Anniversary 
Science Fiction Convention----more
than 70 pages of convention cover
age by Joe Gibson, Franklin M, Dietz, 
Ian Macauley, Walt Willis, Norman 
G. Browne, Dick Clarkson, Harlan 
Ellison, Bill Venable, and.many, ■ 
many more. Besides all this, there 
will be a special photogravure 
section as well as some reminis
cent cartooning.

TO BE ISSUED SOON.5

Advance orders may be 
sent to

Bill Venable 
.610 Park Place
Pittsburgh 9, Pa.,

This is a limited printing 
and will soon become a 

collecters item. Order in 
advance at the.special 
price of only $1,50,

Do it now.5
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